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WELCOME

GWEN ERICCSEN
..Executive Director

Foundation.for Oregon Research & Education

. .

It.is mY pleasant task to welcome yOulhere onPbehalf of
Foundation for Oregon Research and Education, its Office±s and
Board of Directors. ,Since there are obviously more meetings:and

,conferences ,ihan.any One of you can attend, why did FORE call this
one? And why are you hery? Perhaps the ConferenCe title Our
Children's Education.: A Time for Reform provides the answer. We
*re here because,we recognize that reform ih education must take
place. 'The emphasis, of,coutse, is on "reform." Furthermore, we
at FORE hope you,will depart from this Conference with A sense of
direction and linkwimbh other individual's who share your views
that changes must occui,if education is to meet the challenge of
providing strong-leaderAlip andscapable workers for tomorrow.

It is symbolically important, I belieme, to recognize that support
for this Conference has come from both the public and private sectors.
A special thank you goes to the National Institute of Education, the
Oregon Economic Action Council, Louisiana Pacific Corporation and to
the many businesses, foundations and'individuals who share in our
desire for excellence in education..

During the next few hours our-speakers'will share with you.their
views, concerns and recommendations for change in education. There
will be a mix of-view points. One we have consciously,attempted to
providelf2r you. An interplay of.views and interests that in the
long, rgtlwill help detertine the Tuture course of education. We

hope that the recommendations formulated through that interaction
will be not only representative, but realistic and strong ad well.

1

What is FORE and-Why is FORE hosting this Conference.? FORE, also
known as the Foundation for Oregon Research & Education, is a not-
for-profit organization that provides a voice for citizens concerned\
with the quality ind direction of education,.its management, financing,
and policy from elementary through university level. FORE engages
in education and public policy studies, using volunteers to promote
communication between individuals in education and those in other
career areas.

Your'presence today is an indication that you care 14hat happens in'
education and, to the yOung people who pass through its doorways. By

combiriing our talents and efforts, we can seek reform in education. ,

Dur,theme then becomes: Together we can make a difference.

1
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SETTING THE STAGE: WHAT IS OUR CHALLENGE

Steve Bell, Moderator ,

AnOhorman, Good Morning America

What's our'challenge today? I think our challenge is to identify
the problems in our society that relate to education --,wrong turns
that have been taken during this traumatic peliosi=7.,and also'to
identify directions that can 'mint the educational system toward
its necessary role in meeting.4Verica's very real challenges..,
One observation: I expect we,will hear todayiconcern expressed
about how to hold down the costs of education, and rightly so. But
itShould be observed that a recent Gallup Poll shows that the majority
of Ameritan are willing to pay what is necessary; are willing to haVe
the federargovernment, for instangle, take a larger role in providing

' money for education.if, and the caveat is if, they get their money'S
worth. If the investment they make, imsfact, pays off in the prodUct,
whichis an educated student.

.During the next few hours, we will have the opportunity ot listening
to individuals from throughou the United States whose 'concerns over
the direction of education you may or may nbt,agree with. If each
of us maintains an open mind to other points of view, recognizing
that reform issnot always pleasant, we will enhance the possibility

. thaU-this program will show us the direction to a stronger education
program.

'1

I commendlall of you for being here. The common interest that brings
us together is' a healthy'and positive one. I will try to hue to the
fble of impartial moderator, afthough I reserve the rigkt to be a
gadfly when it seems appropriate. Most important, I am convinced
that we can be part of an essential and exciting process of renewal for
the educational system in this 'country and for the nation as a whole.

Thank you for attending. I am Aire your time will be well spent.

-
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THE CHANGING ECONOMICS 'OF EDUCATION:
FACING,THE HARD sCHOICES

4
Daniel Blake;, Ph.D. ,

Codirector of Centet for Ecotnomic-Research Educ4tion -

California State Uni:berSity/Northridge

,A

It is an honor to be invited here today to discuss with you..what I
believe,is a very critical ssut, to share my thOughts and perspec-
tives on the current outlook for education and on the economic
constraints and conditions that will shape'the choices that we have
to Make now and in the future.

Education-is critically importpmt. It shapes our students, it
determines how happily and how succeSsfullY they live, how successful)
"they are in their jobs, and, most imporfant4 how successful our
nation is in following the courses we have set.- Iit that sense, the

course of our nation depends on how our students today, who will
be bur leaders And voters tomoribw, understand and cope with the.
world around them. A critical part of that understanding comas
from their educatiohal exposure in schools, colleges, and univer-

'The Role of Economics in Education

, ,Economics is the study of how people and sOcieties make choices, and
people and societies are facing some hard choices these days.. It ,

is apptoprfate that economists participate in these discusSionS.
Our particular forte is to outline the constraints and options, and
perhaps, to provide guidance in the implication of choosing those
options.

Right now, education is facing cuts. Tax reform measures"; like
%

Measure'3 in Oregon and the granddaddy of them all; Proposition 13'
in California, make those choices more difficult. But.the hard

choices in education.are not going disappear even if.the Measure
,773s do not pais. We are going to b forced to tighten-our educational.

budget belesqbecause legislatures, school boards, and public officials ,..

are getting the mesgage that people want to spend'less, on publ-
'Budgets and services.

. .

. ,e.

The Effect of Current Econmics.on Education

One.way an economist looks at government is to vievit asfsimply a
, 'way for people to make choices about consumption of publicly

provided services. If yie cut down on thoSe services We privately .

provide as we economize'on our budgets, there is an inclintion to

.-

cut.down oft the publicly provided services we consume. We're asking

fy'lower budgets for rdecreational facilities, highways,.for lower

4
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'14 levels of local Servicesand social seryices.
* 1

. Education is particularly vulnerable in this cost cutting mood
because in hard times people try to reduce their overall Outlays.
Some of the taxes that we have and use,to support our public expenditures
are responsive to hard times. . If you have a sales tax/and people are

, consuling'less, then your payments,to government in t e form of sales

tax declines. If you have an incomettax and'you're e rning.less or
.you're unemployed, fhen some of your payments decline.

property taxes, however, are not responsive to fhis decline in
spending. The valuation of real property climbs becaUse there's a
high demand for it and beCause there is a heavy inflationary period.
-This was a way to protect th'e real'value of your savings as the
demand for housing went up. Blit then the price of'housing went up f.

and our property taxes soared. Overall,,politicans were able to
maintain the same rates and still come out with*larger budgets.
But that has stopped.

The Only way peoplesnow can cut ir outlays for property taxes is

to go after the rates and the appraisal value. Measures like 3 and
Proposition 13 attack fhat from both standpoints: .In terms of the

appreciation of the property and in terms of the rates on that
particul roperty tax.

Property.tax limitation measures haye been-on the Oregon Ballot
several times in thp last several years. Nevada currentlY has
five measures= the budget to cut taxes and propeity taxes.
Arizona, Colorado, Alaska, West Virginia, Texas, :Penessee, New Mexico,
.South.Carolina -- an-have property tax rate cutting measures on the
ballot. In addition, Utah, Washington, and Idaho have measures on
the ballots that would shift the burden of property taxes away from

the households.

Education Probably will feelfthe Impact first becaUse education is
largely financed by properti tax revenues. In Oregon, lalmost 50

percent of educational support comes from property tax levies and
revenues. Moreolttr, almost 60 percent -- sometimes an amount
greater than 60'Percent -- of property taxes goes to support education
in one form or another. 'If property taXes are cut, edbcatiOn is

A going to be impacted. b,

Eddcation has not been unscathed.,in California, where Proposition 4
has been on the book for about four years. We entered that era

1 with a $7 billion surplus accumulated at the state level, and we

used that surplus to boil out local communities, and mainly, educational

institutions. They've ngso had cutbacks in athletic-and music
programs, extracurricular.activities and transportation systems.

4
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4 4 While Oregon has not passed a property tax measiLre, some.sec ors of

education have already suffered severe cutback'. In the las five

years, for example, your-state.colleges and un versities hav had

an 8 percent decline in real expenditures per upil; per st dent

enrollment. Community colleges have had over:a. 10 percent ecline

in.real expenditures per,student. While eleme tary and sedb dary
education has not been hurt, in all likelihooi it is going to have
to take some significant cuts in the Apar future.

I

Public Opinion and Education
e

We haAlAtwo choices. We can insist on producing less fo less, or
,

we can try to prpdiice more for'less. In California, for example,
it looked lik(e the bail-out fufids were not going to be ere to .

provide an 8 percent cost-of-lving adjustment for teac ers.
,

Following this decision, a Bill started to make its way through the
Legislature to cut the school year. "If we are going o,get'paid

less, we're not going tO work as much." They've alre Y shortened ,

the school day. In elementaryischools in1Los Angeles the afternoon'

/ session is from 1:00 to 2:15.
,

Why not try to improve our product whilp cutting the cost? Now that

may sound very difficult, but consider what the res of society is

doing. ,v

We're in a depression. We r
did before at a lower cost,
our products. Some say that
In fact, the recovery perio
of lean, efficient business

finding nev) ways to o the things we

nd we're developing ore ways to create

the tecessi is a p riod of regeneration.,"
followin a recessi n is the, manifestation
s buildi g a pathway into the recovery

Soliutions

-^

or Educatio

Tpx cutting will produce problems f.r educati
be simply opportunities in work c othes. We

even in this recession., for a rebirth of edu

Example: Take advantage of new, and existin
They are transforming the way that we handl

in this society. Businesses and families.

education.
j

n. But problems can
ave'an oPportunity,

ation.

technologies tl'at exiSt.

and dispense information
rp adapting. So must

.COnsiderthe competition. Private vhools,are doing more with less-
CoMpare ehem to the public schpolsi, We can all sit back and say,01

. "W6,11; wait a minute. They ,don't have an athletic program, they
'doni't haye extracurricular activities; they don't haA/e the facilitie."
Ye.6,c9n6erne4 parens are taking their. children dut'of public schools
andlp1acing ehem in private schools. They are paying their full

shate for pablic schools and an additional.amount or private tuition. c'

5
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The economics of education are not simple', nor are the answers, but

th'e signal is c+ear. Those who pay the bill want more from their
illvestmeht than they are currently receiving. The question is, cah
epcation successfully meet this challenge.

Ilbelieve it can. But the time toolo so is growihg short and to
succeed we will need the.cooperation of all concerned with education
and its future.

tio
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EDUCATIONAL POLICY: RETHINKING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

William "Bud" Davis, Ph.D.
Chandplior

Oregon Statd System of Higher Education

. The Role of Schools of Education

I've been asked today to address a'number of topics. Outstanding
among these is the role of schools of,education.

Basically, the role of schools of education is to provide 2pádership,
to be out on the cutting edge of new ideas, to be flexible, able and
wilTing to adapt to change, and, even,further, toile able-to predict
and anticipate cienge, rather than to 'reac,..to situations, This
'calls.for stratelic planning, because where"we are goiRg to be in
ten years depends on decisions which we make today.

,
The second important 'role of schools Of education is to adequatley
teach the teachers-who provide our educational community with cpncepts
and rewards, that,will make them productive intheir role as gUardians
of the educational process. Consideini the'impact that a good
teacher hgs on society, he or she is probably the most Unrecognized
and unrewarded professional in our society today. Think in terms

%of your family, your children, your personai experience, and you
can appreciate the impact that an inspirational teacher, or better
yet, inspirational teachers, can make on young people'today.

There are not manyrewards in teaching from the standpoint of
materialistic recognition. For the most .pert, one must almost take :

a vow of semi-poirerfy td dedi i ither lves 'to educational in-

Particularly this is true of women, who for a long time.fotmed the
backbone of the teaching profession. As other careers have become
lucrative and attrattive, women have'left the classroom for,other
professional fields:

In Oregon, improvement of teacher training programs is.an iimediate
. goal. Our deans of educgtion are working toward specific concepts
to determine what we can do to improve teacher education. We're
also looking at the most cost efficient methods of delivering theSe .
instructional services while at the same time, improving their
quality.

structiOn.,

We need to improve both our recruitment of people into the teaching
, profession, keeping them in the profession, and rewarding and

recognizing their merit andcontributions. We must ko demand
the highest lefel of preparation from them. -This i volves, again,

the basic hard dore of knowledge, which 'we recogni e as general
education, plus mastery of the field of teaching n the.subject
matter field in which they specialize.

11-
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Critically needed today, are teachers in the fields of math,
science, and the computer sciences. Education is often accused of

, being removed from Society and isolated in an ivory tower; some-
what out of step with what is going on in (our nation and in our,

educational progTams. It is interesting to me,,to review where
students in the State system focus their attention in terms cif.
getting their degrees: ;This past year out of 11,300 degrees
awarded in-the System, 78 percent of them were in professi6nal-
fields leading directly into jobs. Fewer than 22 percent were in'
the fields of what wle-formally refer to as the-liberal art. ThiS

does not represent so much a de-emphasis of the liberal arts, as
the fact that liberalarts is now used as a ladder, a stepping
stone into professional preparation.

The Role of Boards of Education and Student Performances

The second item on which I wish to comment-is boards of educatlon.
My chief concern would be that boards of education raise their

expectations. The previous speaker referred to the fact that we
continue to do things as they had always been.done, in terms of our
teaching and in terms of okir achools. Sometimes I wish this,were

more' so, because in the laist 20)years there has been a significant
dilution and a lowering of expecfations in terms of performance,
from students. No matter how much we apply the technical knowledge,
the computers, and diffe'rent ways of delivering education to -

stud4hts, they must learn to read, write, and spell. To "asborbi

the basic principles of mathematics, sicience, and certainmatteffs,
pertaining to thd social sciences, government, histfty of'our
country, economics, and international affairs. 'We have not aisCovered

. any real shortcuts to assimilating that knowledge. Blitwe cap

improve our instrwtional methods, and this is what people are
preferring to whenjthey speak of back to basics.

There isIan expecta n that our students.be literate, particularlk.

college students. is high time we .get back to saying that those

people - the rough 50.patent Ova plan to go on to college --should

show the motivafrO .prior preparation, and planning which will

enable them to coil With'a college curriculum- It is inexcusable
that we expect o,"4' Uter literady in the third grade yet still provide

remedial reading, n the ColOgelevel. Seventy-five perçut of high

school graduate' ave halitt.a mad past the tenth grade, and in i.

stitution after; stitution, 50 percent'of inComing stu nts must

take,remedial #0ish in order.to prepare themselves for the college

qurriculum. I'vaintain that if you.raiseexpectations, people Will

rise to meet t em.
1

, .

The other admiinition I %offer boards of education is the saMe direc-

tive that I haiffefor ichools of edutation. Don't react, lead.

The Role ofthe Legislature

-,. Third is the/role of the Legislature. The Legislature co centrat
,

on the fund ngbf pUblic-schOols and taxes. Whether it is proper
r

.

8
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taxes or state general fund taxes, these are the-driving force for

our public education sysiem. Fiscal policy determines program-
emphasis and even limits which' programs can be offered.

rt has also been my impression that decisions affecting education
are politial. I strongly believe in 00 percent central state
funding of the publiC school. system. This is the only way we can

offer full qquality of opportunity.

One of'the most important decisions a legislature can make is to .

detertine in what leagpe the state system of higher education or
the state institutions will compete. Oregon's biggest problem in
higher education is inadequate funding ,to provide "average" support
for the institutions ln the State.

Oregon currently averages $3,600 per student in higher education as
compared to a little over $3,300 per student in the public education
system. That $3,600 is $1,000 belowithe natiohal average.

This past week Tht_Chronicle of Highet Education analyzed itate-by-
state the funding Olt public higher education. Over the past two

years Oregon ranked SOth iri the country in terms of the percentage
of increase in support for higher eduCation. Over the past ten years

it ranked 42nd which is a little better than SOth. In terms of com-

mitment by the State,- which is measuredPin expenditure per capita
income and expenditure per,$1,000 of income, we do a little better..
We ranked 34th and 35th, but again, considerably below the average.

This affects the education system in a number of ways. One certainly

is in salaries. As an.example; in the Pac-10 towhich Oregon and
Oregon State belong, our institutions rank 9th and 10th in faculty

salaries. Compared with the Western Athletic Cenference, our salaries
top only the Univers.ty of Texas/E1 Paso, which is not a doctoral
degree granting in itution. In the Big Eight, Oregon and Oregon

State rank ahead ly ofKansas State.

Where we do lead is in the tuition and feesthat we charge our in-
state students, Here the average tuition is roughly $1,400 per

. .

student, roughly twice what the resident student pays in California,
Arizona, New* Mexico, and Wybming.

.Education and Economic Development .

Those of us in e4ucation interested in the'economic development in
Oregon are concerned with dur national reputation. Oregon has had

high commitment to excellence in education. But we have become

vulnerable to raids by out-of-state institutions and pfivate industry
who are after our best faculty members and administrators. We are

are also losing many of our good students to out-of-state institutiOns.

9
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There is good reason to be concerned about retaining the solid core
of excellent people who live in this State. When business or in-
dustry seeks to locate, expand, and develop in a new state, it often
looks for the qualities that money can't buy and that Oregon has - a,
magnificent climate, unmatched renewable resources, including plenty.
of water, fine parks and recreation areas, and people committed to
the work ethic. These qualities provide an intellectual, educational,
and cultural core that draw people and make desirable communities
in which to live.

This is why we have gone to business and industry and asked how can
we better Interact and form a strong partnership between business,
industry and opr educational institutions. This is what we hear:
Stabilize the economy, turn it around; revitalize the State Of
Oregon. Ge us back on a sound fiscal basis so that we can move
into the future from a strong eddcational foundation, with the
flexibility to plan and respond to changing needs.

Strategic Planning in Education

Within the institutions, we!ve asked ourselves the question, what
can we do now, with the limitations on resources. TheViscal and
economic conditiOns are nOt going to change overnight. *Nonetheless
we believe that we should be planning for the future. We call this
strategic planning.

In Oregon, one of the first things we did was to announce that we
are adopting new requirements for addlisSion to our public colleges
and universities.. The Board will act on this in the Fall. I am
well aware that the public,schools have a much larger mission,
that of educating all students regardless of whether they go on to
college. But of the 50 percent who'do go on to colleges and univer-
sities, we must require four years'of English, including emphasis
on composition and grammar; three years of mathematics, including
the equivalent of advanced Algebra or beyond; an advanced laboratory
science; and a core program covering Government, History, and
.Economics. - We also would like to add, at a later.date, the re-
quirement'for foreign language as a condition for admission_to the
institution.

The idea is not,0 create barriers to keep people out of our in-
stitutions, but simply to raise the level of expectations. Saying, .

this is what we.expect of you. If you're coming to our campuses,
we feel that the majority of our students should have this baCk-.4
ground.

We are interested in revitalizing our recruitment efforts at the
high school and college level so that we aggresively go after and
recruit the top students in the State of Oregon. Through our
development foundations, we are establishing presidential merits,.
scholarships to be awarded to Oregon high school graduates in the
amount of $1,000 each. They are based on academic achievement,
leadership, and character.

4
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We are concerned about "developing our capabilities in high technology

fields. We are also intetested in how high technology may be applied

to thp fields of agriculture, forestry, engineering, fiheries, bio-

medicine, and health sciences.

Most of all, we are.trying to restore and maintain public confidence

in the higher education system of this State. There is a dis-

. sariisfaction with current conditions, a 4sAre to create change and

to Make, things happen. During this recessiort our goal should be to

help Ofegon get back on the road to econom4A1 solvency. We have

great opportunities to enrich the lives ofTeople through offering
them expanded educational opportunities that provide both access and .

high quality of delivery. ,Let's make the most of those opportunities.

11



BUILDING FOR TOMORROW: A NATIONAL PRIORITY

Robert W. Sweet, Jr.
Acting Director

National Institute of Education

It is appropriate for us ta spend time talking with each other,
listening to one another,'and working to develop alternatives and
suggestions for consideration that will improve the quality of
education for our children.

Parents are sending the message that they want academic instruction
and quality educition for their children. Teachers are, in a sense,
giving a collective sigh of relief that perhaps we are getting back
to what they thought schools were all about. And so I will-point
out to you the need for 'reform; the need to rethink the purposes
of education and some federal, state, local, and private sector
partnerships; the.role of NIE; and recommendations on what collectively
might be done to move ahead in our search for quality education.

The Role of the NIE

For the past few months I have been servirig in the Reagan administration
as a the director of the National Institute of Education. I believe
NIE can provide a data base of factual information that can bring
about changes in American education within a relatively short period
of time. 'For 40 years or more, we have done nearly everything poss- -

ible to avoid ,thl truth about American education, the truth about
reading instruct/on and the truth about education practices in.
general. Secretary Terence Bell has said that a serious deficiency
in education over the years has been the remarkable obstinance and
refusal of educators to adopt practices and procedures that have
been markedly successful.

The State of U.S. Education'
*u.

American education has undergone a revolution. It has been a three-
.way taffy pull between social scientiits determined to use the k
classroem as their laboratory, politicians whose purpose was social
reform, and educators, some of whom are interested in things other
than basic and true education, Schools ought to be for schooling -
organized, disciplined, systematic teaching of suldject matter, in-
cluding memorization and drill in the basic skills necessary for
the development of clear thinkini and reasoning. The success of
today's students in a competitive, technological society depends
on how well they can read with understanding; write with clarity;
use the English language; understand and USQ scientific and
matheinatical principles; nd understand'the value of their country

and its form of government.
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Today Ihere is A desperate need lbr a new generation of leaders

in American education. Varents should be demanding about the
curricula and what goes on inside their children's classrobm:
Disciplined training of the mind, the tranAtion to responsible

adulthood. They should be intolerant about any lobbying for the

attention of children during the day. They should insist that
/

children attend to Dante, Shakespeare, geometry problems and
4. 4

biology'experiments.

1

If this concern were acted upon, a surprising phenomena would

result - society would benefit. Having school children develog

their intellect would eventuajly have the consequence of graduating
children who are the best equipped, who have requisite imagination,
and who are fit and able to address the Problems of society.

The Role of Educational Reform

1)Intelligent social reform will come only from Illo'Se of whose years

were not wasted'by undue attention to social reform. Edbcation

itself will not reform societyc It will not eradicate poverty,

prejudice, and war. It is even less likely,to haw), an effect on

'
these matters when the study of poyerty, prejudice, and war replace
the study of grammar, literature, mathematics, and science. %

On the other hand, education can reform the reformers of sobiety.

Politicians and educators at all levels have tried tolsolve the

problem of declining test scores and increasing illiteracy by al-
locating more limey through local, state, and federal taxation.
Last year Ameticans spent nearly $200 billion on education at all
levels; more than all other countries in the world combined. During

the past ten years, the National Institute of Education spent more

than $700 million in research and development. In fact, this year

our budget is just over $53 million; part of the $14-p1us billion

dollar total budget allocated for education by the federal government.

The Failure of U.S. Education

One of the most distressing signs of our failure in education is

the increasing number of illiterates who are graduating from our

high schools. I refer to testimony before the Senate Subcommittee '

on Education. One -educator recently observed that for the first

time in the history of our country, the educational skills of.one

generation will not surpass, will not equal, will not even apprOach

those of their parents. ,After 12 years of school, 15 to 20

percent of the graduates will not read well enough to becoine cooks,

mechanics, or supply clerks. According to Judge'Charles Phillips

of Florida, 80 percent of the new criminals that pass his desk

would not be there if they had graduated from high school and could,

read and write.. The 'Implications are enormous.

13
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Chief Justice Warren Berger Observes that veteran criminals manifest
the same educational pathology. "The percentage of inmates inen.11

institutions who cannot read or write is staggving," he concludes.
'., The rising generation of law breakers follows the same pattern. A

recent study found that 85 percent of our youth who appear in
/juyenile court are disabled readers. Thirty-four percent of_
institutionalized juveniles are functionally illiterate. Why should.

public education not accomplish in 12 years at a cost of some $20,00Q
per pupil, what private schools do in half the time and Jess than
one-third the cost.

The OpportunityU.S. Education

Let me describe.for you now what I see as a genuine bpportunity for
those of us-who believe that the social engineering of the '60s and
'70s should be left far behind. That we should get back to basic
classroom instruction: teaching of reading, writing, mathiMatics,
history, ,science, foreign language, and the arts. As an example, I

use the Nationa Institute of Edudation effort that has been called
the Effective Sc ool Study. More than 50 million research dollars .

have been sp nt o,er the past seven or eight years to prove or to
bring forwa the Tbilowing principles that make an effective school.

We need:

*Strong administrative leadership by school principals,

.
,especially in instructional matters;

*A school climate conducive to.learning. That is, a safe
.orderly school relatively free of discipline and vandal

School-wide emphasis on basic skill instruction which entails
agreement,among professional ane instructional staff that
basic skills is the primary goal of the sclpel;

*Teacher expectations that all students, regardless of family
background can reach appropriate levels qf achievement;

*A syStem for monitoring and assessing puft-I'Performance which
is tied to the instruction'al goals of the school.

Tbe Issue Of Literacy and the Legislative Role

Another key issue is that of literacy. Every administration addresses
literacy, but sometimes we miss the fundamental reasons why wd have

illiteracy in"this country.

)

Since legislators hold the purse strings to the state teacher training
institutions; let-me give you an example of what miglit be done.

Instruct the legislature to appoint a task force of parents, media
and retired teachers with full power to visit any teacher training
institutions without warning. Visit the classes at random. Ask

to see the curriculum and lecture notes. Quiz the professors.

Talk to the students. Then present an annual evaluation to the state

based on the students overall exposure to culture, refinement,
knoaledge, overall enlightenment, and the ability to communicate.

The task fOrce,could then rank the tachers colleges, and the state

legislatures would give money each year based entirely upon this

Ay\
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ranking. Anybody want to bet that this sort of no-nonense evaluation
orstate teacher training institutions would not blast into,a gung-
ho reconstruction within a minimum of two years? I'll take your

money.

Federal, State, Local and Private Sector Partnerships

Solving the problems and improving the educational system will
take a concentrated effort by the federal government, local and

state communities, and the,private sector. It will require the

cooperation of officials at various levels of government, and\byj

schools, superintendents, administrators, principals, teachersi'l.

parents, and others concerned about the educational welfare of our

children. We should not continue to have large infusions of federal
dollars and the programs that they bring. These programs have

not only been large failures, they are harmful.'

In 1958, through the National Education Defense Act, the government
spent billions of dollars in developing cdrricula in almost every

subject area. Yet the commensurate rise in scores has not come

about. In fact,, there has been a decline during-that same period

so why cottinue to throw money,down a bottomless hole?

The'National Institute of Education will address the problem of '

reading. As you know the government invests a considerable amount

of money in research. We have a center for the study of reading

at,the University of Illinois. Soon I will meet wifh the .'

president of that center, and we will discuss what we hope will be

a director's report on reading. There has been much debate over the

past 50 or 60 years on the kind of methodology to use in teaching

reading. I don't propose to say that we're going to mandate in

Washington what type of methodology yot\ should,use. NevertHeless,

there are some fundamental principles in reading research that can

be brought together and put in a report which I hope will play on

"Good Morning AMerica" and, be discussed in Reader's Digest and
,

Business Week and any other pldtform on which a public debate can

be stimulated. The Nation41 Institute of Education hopes it will

be instrumental in helpingSpull together a group of people who are

separate from the politicaj s ctrum per se and can formulate a

repbrt that will have credibili

When I met with S cretary Bell recently to present my report on

various centers t t we fund af the Institute, he asked me)if I'

could tell him ten ays to teach reading. I replied, "Well, Mr.

Secretary, no. I don't have the answer'to that. But perhaps wd

can address some of those i'ssuesthat will help teachers if we

consolidate the research that already exists. It's not a matter

of re-inventing the wheel, but simply looking at what's already

here."

Industry-School Cooperation

Here are some of the positive things that are goirig on. The

private sector always comes to,the rescue if we al-IOW-it to work.



The District of Columbia Public Schools is establishing, with the
assistance of industrial corporation, a series of five career high
schools: The schools are in the areas of communication, engineering,
health services, and hospitality, including hotel management and
culinary arts, business, and finance. Many corporations have
doxjt equipment, money and staff,time to assist the schools.

il'has provided a half million dollar,three-year grant to fund a
performing arts program. Control Data Corporation has contributed ,
a quarter of a million dollars of computer eqiiipment and software,
so students can'engage in computer-assisted instruction in reading,
math, Science, social studies, career planning, and writing skills.
Corporatie0 are Also providing teacher training and assisting in
developing curricula for these specialized high schools.

Volunteers in Public Service operates in the HoustOn area. Bill

Reagan, superintendent of schools, hat' arranged with about 25
companies in the area to donate the time of some of their engineers
and technical personnel to serve as tutors for minority children.
Reynolds International, one of the smaller companies involved,
allows release time for about 12 engineers to tutor for a few-hours
a week. Another program ii called SEED; Special Elementary Education
for'the Disadvantaged. It attempts to raise the self concept and
confidence of economically disadvantaged children by teaching them
to succeed in mathematics. It operates in a number of areas including
Atlanta, Berkeley, and Dallas.

There is a heed for technical manpower in the Silicon Valley of
California. And local school districts are establishing a high
technology high school with assistance of local industry.
Students from nine high schools in the Los Gatos-Saratoga JOint
Union School District and the Freemont Union High School District
will attend the part-time high school tor about two hours per.day
for instruction in mathematics and science while continuing their
studies in their regular high schools. Apout 1,800 students per
day should'be served when the school is opened. National Semi-
conductNorporation las donated a $500,000 computer to the school.

Some of it gets down to just basic instruction in reatling"and
athematics. In fact, a year ago a gentlemen Spoke here from one
of your power companies. He said, "Just give us people who can
read the manual so they won't bmlectroduted when thek climb the
telephone pole, or people who can read the numbers on the meters
so we can send people the right bill.

The Future of the National Institute of Education

Are we going to survive? Are we going to be maintained in the
current debate on the federal role in education?" When I came to
Washington, I felt one of our legitimate roles was the area of

statistical information gathering and research. .I have not

changed my mind on that. It should be a search for truth. That

is, the truth as we can best determine it in education. How do

children learn? What kinds of tools can we provide teachers.to

tielp them improve the quality of eddcation in our country.
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We need a link'to'practice.. Somehow we -must transfer the research

into the classroom. The Institute f= Research and Teaching in
Michigan has an intereting concePt. They have a practitioner -
one who is presently teaching in the school system - and, researchers

working side by side. The'practitioner spends half time in the
research center and the researcher spends part time in the classroom.
They have been able to bring together some of the practical ap-
plications of research in a way.that strengthens education.

Development should be a major role for states and local communities
in the private secter and a smaller role fko, the federal government.

NIE should engage in those needed activities that states and the
private sector are incapable 0 doing because of the hugh economic
risk or lack bf human talent and duplication that would occur. NIE

'should,use its resources to test prototypes,and models that otherse
can then utilize and implement. We should not be in the'position
of developing a prototype which ultimately would become a national

curricula.

There are many, many goo educators, parents and people who are
worIcing together to try to imprOve the quality of education in this'

countty', and encouraged. I think that what I've observerom-
my limited travels in the past year is that there really is some
hope and,that we're getting ori with the bu.siness that all of us

have wanted to address for some time; quality educatiow for Our A

children.
-

.*
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PREPARING TOMORROW'S WORK FORCE:'
lk LINKING THg WORLDS OF EDUCATION AWBUSINESS

1 Fred Hume, 1

Vice President of TechnOlogY & Planning ,

John FlUke Manufacturing Company

The field of electronic instrumentation is changing rapidlr. We
estimate that an engineer has a half life ofseven years. It

does not mean his information will he wrong, but that it will be
obsolete in seven years because there will bt other information
that is more important and more relevant. This rapid obsolescence
of knowledge i5 a characteristic of our society, and itaffects
alltbusinesses and industries.. We must recognize it and cope with
itr4f we are going to imprOlfe our educational system.

-But.what ab6.1t industry in general.,' I am not critical-of industry
'when I use this example., but it illustrates some paints. For over ,

a`halfa century every major automotive tire manufacturer in the
United States had A factory and headquarters in nron, Ohio. This
past summer, the iast automotilie tire that.will ever be produced
in Akron, Ohio, was completed. Our market leidership in the
automotive tire industry has been lost to France and to Japan. This
came abdtifbecitise of the radial:ply tire, and was further catised
by the increasilig cost of petrpleum during this last decade.

When yod think about this, the first comment is that this is
another example of how AmeriCan, industry has failed the U.S. But

I think when you examine the stoYy more carefully, you see that the
industry executives did hot have the knowledge or the education

,necessapy to cope with the charwlic that took place.in the industry.
perhaps the cause, therefore, the failing of ourieducational
system. .When I refer the educational system, I'm not simply
iefetring to one particular part of education. :I'm referring to
the continuum that should last throughout a person's life.

,I have Cnosen this example to illustrate three points. First, we
lost our market leadership to global competitors; Secondly, com-
petitors gained the market advantage through new technology. And
third, the knowledge of the industry executives was inadequate to
cope with the changes that occurred within industry.

,e
Competition, Protectionism, and Isolationism,

The past decade was one of great prosperity-for electronic companies
in the U.S. ,There are signs, however, that this well spring of
prosperity is drying up. And the causes for the adversity in the
industry'are both external and internal in nature., The external
influences I can sum up in three words. One is competition, the
second is protectionism,`and the third is isolationism.

18
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,It is iniportant to illustrate several things we can,learn from
the Japanese. In the December 1974 issue of Electronics
magazine, published by McGraW-Hill,' Japan, Inc., a unique
combination of Japanese industry and government, announced its
intention to become the leader in computer technolpgy by the ,

year 2000. It is interesting to note that by 1980, Hitachi in
Japan had exceeded IBM as the foremost computerpsupplier in Japan.
The Japanese achievedithis leadership through concentrating, as they ,

have in so many markets, on the low end of the marketplace. The
Japanese manufacturers concentrated on builditig a device that's'called
the 64,000 byte RAM, or random access memory. It is a dynamic memory
that can be refreshed and is the fundamental building block of most
modern computers. By 1981 the Japanese manufacturers had captured
70 percent of the available world market for the,64K RNM:

The Ministry of International Trade and'Industry (MITI) states
their vision of Japan for the next.decade4n "A Vision of MITI

. Policies in the 1980's." One of the IaSt'pages states, "Education
has played,a vital part in the process of Japan's modernization.
In order t,6, foster the qaalities needed in-the 1980's a beyond,
creativity, individuality, and internationalism, education,is
expected to play an.even more important role."

Japanese are fascinated by elwtronics.. This is obvlous by the
amount of equipment'found ingheir cities and the vending machines
that dispense basic integrated circuits. Committed to th office
of the future the Japanese are rapidly developing produco' that

these offices universally.

Few of us understan the p'otentiai impact on the Unit d States
should we lose our technological leadershipin the w. ld. Before
WorldWar II, the United.States did not rank in the t., ten military
powers of the world,iwe were able to rise to the occa on because-
of our econ9mic str ngth and our industrial base.

The econd factor in terms of the-external Inprkets relates to
protectionism. The world is becoming essentially multi-polar,
and each country is focusing on protecting their own interests.
The government of Mexico has established a national computer
integration plan. In describing the plan, Data General's Jim
Whitaker stated that for an American firm to sell in the Mexican
computer market, it is expected to manufacture locally'under un-
favorable terms. This is characteristic of what's happening

P
around the world. 41.

Recently McDonald-Douglas received an order for-F-18 aircraft
from the Canadian government. .,Jn exchange for this contract, ,

McDonald-Douglas had to agree to provide marketing Services for
Canadian manufacturers totalling $2.9 billion. When Colombia wanted
to buy buses, they finally.selected buses from Spain because Spain
agreed to buy all of its coffee from Colombia. Brazil recently
bought satellites from Canada because Canada agreed to give
favorable tarikfs to Brazilian shoes. These protectionist policies
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have been thoroughly assimilated by the Third World. We mu t

develop new strategies in our industry if we intend to keep
our free trade policies effective.

4

At a time.when communications technology and transportation
technology is shrinking our world, America is becoming increasingly

isolationist. As a manufacturer of electronic equipment, we have
requests to 'sell our equipment all over the world. In some cou6-

tries we must fi.le for export license procedures with the Department

of Commerce. Because of the red tape involved in receiving an 4

export license, it is almost not worth the trouble. Our allies,

however, are not under similir kinds of legal obligations to dis-
cloSe their iritent to sell from their.government, allowing rapid
expansion in those protected markets in which the U.S. manufacturers
cannot co2pete.

bur Changing Workplace

Turning to the internalicharacteristics of the work1place, we find
that the nature of the work plice has changed, especially during
the last ten years. * .

/
Jn our company, computer terminals are strung throughout the
factory and secretaries, managers, engineers and technicians
have access to terminals. These computers are no longer the

special tool used by a select few. They'impact every worker in

our factOii.,
,

'The factory environment in a high technology company is much dif-
ferent than that of a normal factory. We are "committed in our

industry.to eliminate dull, boring, a0 routinejobs and to give
them work that is chal,lenging. Our facility is 'much like a Modern
office.. Indivi4uals work in small teams to construct the entire
product from beginning to end. This improves quality-becauSe if
a defect occuts in the assembly proces, the test person can speak
with the person who is doing the actll assembly work.

.
(

This in turn has an impact on the ski
,

lS that are required by the

worker in thi environment. 'First, the worker must be able to

communicate in oth a verbal and wri,iiten fashion. Most of our ....

eMployees have an opportunity,to thi4 and plan each day based on
the results achieved in the previousIday. They read drawings for
instruction and communttate frequenttly with one another. They mUtt

be able to rapidly learn new inform4tion and assimilate quickly,,
new thoughts and knowledge. The emphasis in manufacturing companies
of the future is on the automated fethods structured on the conband
approach used in Japan: SmallestAuantity, greatest variety, and

4lower cost. I

With this philosophy,,workers must be adaptable because the company's
strength is to produce a variety of products.. American industry ,

has always been adept at makidg the greatest benefit'out of economies

of scale; for instance, the:automotive industry. The Japanese have
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taken a totally different approach. They seek to reduce inventory
costrs by cutting down the work in process time. As a result-, they

lave much greater flexibility in.their work.
r

The Business Environment and the Educitional System

at are the implications of this changing business environment for
the educational system? Compare education to a three-layer cake.
At the base level, we have basic character. Among those elements
are ethics, honesty, integrity, persistence, attentionto detai1,1

,and inter-personal skills. The second layer is basic knowledge of
math, science, and humanities. Unfortunately business has few ,

positions for people who only possess these first two layers of
education. A person having mastered these levels,can be considered
educated but unskilled. Business and industry need people who
possess the third.or skill-layer Asyell. This skill layer applies
to all fields for which business has a need, including accounting,'
data processing, industrial relations, marketing, and manufacturing.

We fina that elements of the skill layer haire descended and
become essential elements of.the basic education layer. An

example,is computer technology. It no longer is. knowledge

that belongs to a few people: This*element is an essential
part of the basic education 11Yer. Today, if a]student wants
to major in engineering, he or she should make that decision in
the nrAth'grade. If not, the sfudent probably.0.11 not gain the
math skills in high school necessary to qualify for a college
engineering program. In comparison, the average university
freshman irpJapan or the,Soviet Union has two years of calculus
in high school.

Another essential .elemeni ofeducation thattour work force must
have'is technological literacy) particularly in science and
technology. The public must deal with emotionally'eharged and
politically sensitive issues suckas nucfear power, the MX missle,
and ecology. We should expect that the graduates oflour public
schools understand the process Of science and have the ability
to use the tools of mathematics to'cOpe with the plethora of
highly technical issues. Many of our educational processes in
the past, unfortunately, have taught..people to think rigidly
rather than preparing them for rapid change. 4n 1970,we had
17,000,graduates of law schools in the U.S. During the decade
of the 1970s tG number of graduates in law An5r.aased from 17,000.
to 34,000. In the same ten year period of time, the number of-
engineering graduates with advanced degrees stayed constant,

17;000.

The May 19 issue of Electronics Magazine, spotlighted the shortage
of electronic engineers in the U.S.

"Is there a shortage of ,electronic'engineers, or

isn't there? After electronics editors around the country

put that question and others to coOpanies, colleges, and1
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others deeply affected by the answer, the,consensus is that (

the shortage is indeed real, though_its'Severity varies with
specialty looation,Od above-all the quality of any particular
engineer. Unfortuiteyç this conclusion lends comfort neither
'to the conspiracy' eorists, who argue that shOrt fall rumors
are concocted by àiipanies plotting to keep salaries low,glitor

to those who counsel complacency because 4uch conditions are
cyclical',M.nafl

°The truth is t IN even thoUgh some engineers are out,of work,
many firms of sizes and in every sector of the 'electraics
industry simpl annot flit enoygh qualified professionals.
Electronics is e of the natidfils basic industriesm taking
its place bes. j autos and steel...Sophisticated eligineers
and specialis ,in the technologies that make uP electronics,
are needed to eed that demand.

A'clvaneed eleclbnic techx3ology clearly points the way

toward incre TO produc vity, full employment, and the
health of fh teneral onomy. To reduce the.,equation to
:just two wor i; thefuture. By permitting'shortages oto.
qualified pr essionals needed to build that future, we are
in effect s Ft circuiting it."

While this.artic 's.pecificalty addressed the cotpanyi, we also have

demands for Mechical engilors, technicians, people who operate
our ctimputet drafting luipAit, and for people who work in the
factory. In 190; in t e midst of,this country's recession,' research
arid development nics companies increased more

than 25 percentq
level was unpre
of research an
.If we believe
sOld in market
an.array of el
facturing and

j" in employment.p

ending by elect
According to pre
dented in the,hi
evelopment spen

at ultimate
g, th n within,th nextotwo years, we will see

e

iminary statistics, that high
ory of this country and that level

ng increased again during 1982.
&,1) pending turns into products

oni s products which require the kind og manu-
lodution support that will stimulate an increase

In the past, t '0 technológy business,has been isblated. dtiring

the 1970s, in fnational sales in our company grew from about'8
percelit'in 19 0 to 1979 40 percent. This interdependence, of the t

U.S. se. 'Business will be much more affected by what-,

goes'on butsi of fhe United States, We need this kind ofilez-
ledge from WQ ers in our company.

V
We can improefpur educational.process and delivery. But some

impediments 4st. One is limited classroom hours. Japanese

students at high school level receive errer 40 percent mate

classroom in uction,per year then U.S. students. Another is

lack pf a me, review system that rewards teachers fiWincreased

effectivenes A' third is aisinterested students. Education is

\a life-long p,ocess. The peoplealo are,most fulfilled in life are

those who hal4 integrated all three"phases of.life, education, work,

..
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and recreational...retirement. We should establish exit points in
the edgfational system that allow people to drop out of the system
when they've reached the level at which they can do a job well.
They could work for a few years then re-enter the educational

continuum.

The Need to Link Business and Industry to Education

The difficulty achieving linkage between'the needs of business and
industry and the educational process should not be under-estimated.'
By the time you can measure the quality and the success of a program,

that pcogram may be obsolete. But despite these impediments,
working to improve this linkage is a worthy goal. One of the best

examples is the example of matshing.

*-

I believe we need a good match betwedh educational programs and
industry's needs: We have an organization in the State of
Washington called the Council on Post-Secondary Education.
Recently tee council recommended the establishment of a bachelor
of science degree in engineering technology. This program would

be offerea at some of our regional universities.

This program is a poor match for industry's needs. First, by the

time a student has spent four years in the university, I believe
that fthey.should be able to be hired in industry as an engineer.
Unfortunately, this program does daNaxide students with suf-
ficient math skills to enable ps to use them as an engineer. And

they end up in jobs that would basically be technician legpl entry

positions. We must look at bur programs catefully, understand the
real needs of industry and compare.the money wq are investing into
the educational program to make sure that we have a good match.

1r

One of the methods that often is tAed to improve this match is the

industry survey. In my position as vice president of technology

and planning, I have been involved in a lot of surveys because part
of my job relates to looking and planning for the future and ouj.
companies growing needs.

But more importantly, a close working relitionship between faculty
members and professionals in business and industry is essential

in lihling education and business.

'7
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THE BUSINESS LEARNING CENTER:
IT WORKS AT CENTENNIAL

V.

Marvin Hempel
Director of Personnel

Centennial School District, Gresham, Oregon

In this presentation, I will piesent a model that has been in
operation for ten years at a high school lotated between the cities

of Gresham and Portland. You will notice in Part I of my Outlines-(1)
that the focus.A thirtiscussion will be directed at the produc-
tivity and cost effectiveness of the Business,Learning Center (BLC)
model. A model that attempts to do more, with less.

In discussing the BLC,'we are talking about a change in the teaching/

learning process. We are not-talking about,25.to 30 students in a

room where the teacher is the "dispenser" of information. Judging

from my,22 years of educational experience, I find that a great
majority of our education is still being taught through the lecture

process. The BLC model turns that process around and takes the in:.

formation dispensing away krom the teacher, releasing the teacher
to work with individual students.

The number one responsibility of a teacher is to motivate students

to achieve,their highest potential. All too often, the teacher is

bogged down trying to dispense information and the students are
scramhling to capture that information, with some form of measurement

as the end result.

The BLC model speaks about educational technology and how technology
will change education as.a result of using computers. While this

model does not use a Computer, it does provide practicalttechnology
application by using audio recordings, combined with teacher skill, in

motivating students. The emphasis is placed on student achievement,

noton the Carnegie Unit. The Carnegie Unit measures student progress

based on time spent in the classrodt. When this system was first

implemented it'was.used to standardize the type of students coming
to universities in order to provide a pension program for uniVersity

professors., .

:

The BLC mo0,011is cost, effective. Studies have found the BLC program
is about 5310rcent below othei statewide costs for similar programs;
But what 1. si;j4..rst;As important is the expansion of curriculud offeringt',

especia1lMOmal.1 schools, that can be ralized through the use
of this proltam. Large schools benefit from better utilization of
personnel and by,providing individualized programming for students.

(1) Appendix A, pagel ;.The Business Learning Center: Individualized

Learning for Cost Effectiveness and Studeni Achievement.
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The Future Rode of Professional Educators

Educators need to try something new in education. We need to,step

out and take the risk of actually failing in some cases. We need

to equate our duties as teachers with the needs of our students.
We need to treat all students as unique, with each one trying to
accumulate knowledge and move to his or her highest potential. No

longer can we treat tilese people,as "groups." We must regard them

as individuals. We need to accept the fact that we are accountable
for our students' achievement and integrate programs that Will en-

hance our level of success.

My emphasis in defining individualized learning relates to the
components in the learn4pg process that combine these stimuli.
Many people refer to individualized learning as educational road
maps; giving students assignments and telling them to proceed and

if they need help, searching out the teacher. Individualized

learning, however, must impact these areas.

First, you must have audio and visual support for students. You

also must employ tenecetic principles when students Are active
involved in the learriing process. You need a cognitive areataf
application for students'to apply "digested" learning into a "

recognized measurement.

In Centennial's BLC program, we offer 12 courses simultaneously,
using one teacher and one paraprofessional. While many school
districts have declining enrollments, the BLC has maintained a high
level ofstudent partitipation; basically due to its scheduling
flexibility and to student interest in individualized courses.

:4

I am frequently alsked: "What about textbooks?" We use student

guides or student syllabuses. The syllabus'is the software that

is correlated with the audio assettes. In accounting, as an

example, there are three boeks. When a student completes all .

three, they have finished one year of accounting: We operate on,a

variable credit basis. If a student finishes a year's program in

-less than a year, he or she receives full credit and can begin the

next level of learning. Likewise, if a student completes only a

portion of the standard material, he or she receives credit only

cfor _that portion of achievement completed. Students proceed at

their own pace and demonstrate individual act4evement, unhampered
by the .other students.

How the System Works

The BLC iS houTLin a regular classroom, using the combined
technology of audio cassette recordings, printed student guides'

and close teacher/aide supervision. At the beginnipglof class, ,

students check out equipment and begin their assignmehts. As

questions arise that.require dialogue with the teache, the student

Simply raises his or her hand to receive pers6nal assistance that

is required to reinforce the learning processi Each student's
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irogress is logged each day of the grading period,. When a student
.is ready for testing, done oh Scantron sheets, his or her work is
immediatelyOlecked, recorded, and returned. This immediate rein-
forcqment is essential. If ihe student is successful, the student
moves forward. If additional assistance is required, we know at
what point the "break" in the learning process has occurred.

" When I began this.program, I did not know how students would ,process
this delivtry system Of information. I found that theylearn how
to listen, decide what they should put in their syllabus, and
quickly reinforce language sialls. Many students were unable to
take notes. By using individual instruction, they ha/e the op-
portunity to learn this valuable educational tbol: The lecture
method, however, does not provide the opportunity of "backing up"
and re-evaluating what was just communicated.

-

During the past eight years, more students have enrolled in the BLC
than in the counter-part lecture classes. This is clearly shown
on Page 3 of the.Appendix. As the chart demonstrates, the BLC has
handled and Served 2,543 students. The average number in a lecture.
class for the same period of time was 1,026. In.other words, more
than 2=1/2 times the number of students taught by the traditional
lecture method enrolled in the BLC.

In a study done at the request of the Oregon Department of Education,
'the BLC was recognized as the best developed business education
cluster in the state. Achievement levels pf students, based on .
criterion referenced tests and expressed as a percentage of students
with A and B grades, showed remarkable increases; up 77 percent.
In fact, the academic achievement results of this program are so
good that it is difficult for many educators to accept the realities
of the program.

This same study pointed out that we need to aliply available and
proven research in the classroom. Robert Sweet, Deputy Director of
the National Institute of Education, mentioned that we know how to
teach students to read. We have many alternative tectiniques that
are available that could improve the current system, yet we do not
use them. I ask you, why?

In a study sponsored in 1976 by the National Institute of Education,
interviewers spoke to 1,000, aged adults.. They asked 44ese adults
about their educational experiences, and 65 percene indicated that
their education would have been much improved with an individualized
-approach.

0

Centennial District con4ted its own study on the cost of the BLC
program. We)did not include capital outlay construction or ad-
ministrative costs, only the costs that dealt directly with instruc-
tion. The average cost per student in a lecture taught class was

$237.71. In the BLC, the cost was $83 per student.
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It is important to menti.on that in reviewing the academic ac-
hievements and cost effectiVeness of the BLC, one must recognize

. that the initial capital investment.required to establish a similar
model is equal to the cost of about eight new electric typewriters.
The fact.that we are not talking about thousands of startup dollars
is one of this programs ttrongest assets. It is equally dramatic
if you combine this figure with a projection of what the system can
ao in terms of reducing per student costs, while improving student
achievement.

In summary, Dr. Peter-Drucker sums it up quite well.

"Demand for education is going up, not down. What is
going down, and fairly fast, is the demand for traditional
education and traditional schools. Almost all youngsters
and apparently oldsters, as well, are capable of attaining

. the same standards within a reasonable period of time. But

for too long, educators have insisted that there is :)TIe way

to teach and learn, even though they have disagreed about
what that way is."

Keep in mind that the BLC is a teaching methodology that utilizes
the professional skills of the teacher. We do not eliminate the
teacher. The teacher's role becomes more important; he or she'
becomes free to teach, working with the individual students whose
need for learning reinforcement is greater than the individual who
understands the 'concept and has no problem applying the concept in
his her classwork.

A t nsition must take place in schools in order to adequately
pr are young people for tomorrow's work force. Education has al-
wa s lagged behind the developments commonly accepted in society.
My xperiences with the BLC are no different. If fact, almost every
ma or department and agency in Washington, D.C. uses some form of
in ividualized instruction for their employees.

Initially, the BLC model was considered a "fad." But after 10 years
of doeUmentation and numerous studies to determine its feasibility
in other areas of education, it is safe to say that this program is
not al'fad" but a trend. The only obstacle limiting the future of .

this model is on the part of educators. I could spend hours sharing
with you the comments and enthusiasm expressed by.educatort who have
visited the BLC andsubsequently have implemented similar programs
in their schocil districts.

I would like to see a strong movement:within the educational com-
munity across the country that would present models like the BLC.
-Other opportunities exist. Cooperatively we can meet the challenges, ,

remain within, or reduce our budgets, and sucCessfully achieve our

ultimate goal - excellence.in education..
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PLANNING FOR TOMORROW:. MAKING DECISIONS TODAY

Frank E. Armbruster
Author and Political Analyst

Hudson Institute

In.1975, the Hudson Institute conducted a longitudal study of more
than half of the primal"), and secondary students in this country to
determine why achievement scores were declining: This was an instant
pilot and control programT using the whole school system to de'..the
comparisons and providing an insiOt you Would not otherwise have
had.

With some exceptions, the trend in academic achieve nt in our .

primary/secondary schools during the '60s and '70 was downward
for 'all socio-economic and competence levels. 1 t is still not
widely known is that the competence of the bri ter students, and
those from more affluent neighborhoods, with tell educated parents
and homes full of books, often fell faster than.did that of less
bright students from less affluent central cities.

When we first started the study, we thought we were dealing with a
phenomenon of the central,cities, but we were not. I have test data
from the State of California that confirms that the higher percentile
group was literally falling faster. This was also true of the other
states we surveyed, including my'home state of New York.

I also want to point opt that we evaluated cohort studies, which"are
Costly and lenghtly. But if we are going to improve our current
school system, we do not have time to do additional studies of this
type, because with each passing year, more children complete their
required ed6cation.

We're not dealing with fruit flies; these are people, and we cannot
afford to let them miss their primary opportunity of learning.

Cohort studies also.draw a coalition between declines of achievement
and home environment', and rightfully so. But socio-economic changes
do npt occur as rapidly as achievement declines have occured,
drawing us to the national conclusion that other reasons are res-
ponsible for this academic decline.

s
As part of oux effort, we prepared a longitudal study looking at the
socio-economic conditions during one of the worst economic times
of our history - the 1908-09 school year, when we had a vast number
of immigrant children in the country. We followeg these children
through,two and one-half generations, and it turned out that these
same children had become some of the wealthiest -people-in the

country.
my%
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Pd//During the '60s, constant dollars e nditures for education went

up very fast, affecting inflation along the way. Federal funding -.

became rampant, fueling the process of inflation even more - J

creating a spiralling expenditure per pupil that is amazing when
illustrated by a graph. ,

The attached chart (1) will deMonstrate our discussion to this point.
It shows that as the amount of money was increased, achievement
levels declined. Why?

We started giving Standardized Achievement Tests in the 1930s, and
it is interesting to note that in the 1940s, we had a drop in
achievement which was quite similar to what we are having now.
We found that the schools had decided to "educate the whole child,"
and a few other things which sound very familiar. The correlation
seems to be that teachers again became concerned that the schools
were not teaching the children correctly, and they incorporated
changes. As achievement scores fell, there was a human cry among
p,ents and taxpayers fbr improvement.

Arthur Bestors said,: "Intellectual training may not be the only
function of the schools, but in the last analysis, it is the primary
function. True education is the deliberate cultivation of the
ability to think thrOugh training and the basic academic disciplines,
History, Mathematics, Eiklish, Science, and foreign language. A

'Democratic education differs from aristocratic only in

the numbers'of persons with whom it deals, not n the values it

seeks to impart." He said, "To convert the education of the
common man into something other than systematic intellectual
training is to rob him of his birthright."

Sound familiar?e-The same arguments you hear today were being made

then. The attacks they were making were the same kind of attacks
they are making now. They were attacking among other things, the
44 programs and work study programs.

Let me discuss the public elementary and secon4ary schools student/ .

teacher ratio. It's been.going down since the late '213s. Yet .one

of our highest achievements rates ever coincided with that 30
student/teacher ratio. There does not appear to lie any correration
between the student/teacher ratio and academic achievement. I

mention this because it is the most expensive portion of a school
budget, and we have spent billions of dollars to improve our
schools by dropping that student/teacher ratio. -In fact, there are
numerous studies that support the position that class size does not
impact achievement - but greatly increases school budgets and per

pupil costs.

(1) See Appendix B
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West Virginia is a good example that shows it is not necessary to
expend large sums of money to realize solid achievement levels.
West Virginia is not an affluent state. Yet during the '70s they

were holding up very well on standardized scores. There, was a

correlation between very mudane things, for example, the amount of
homework given that was teacher-corrected; how many times the teacher
sent the child to the blackboard - which is individual instruction;
and the fact that teachers stayed after school with children to
bring them up to speed so they would be up with the class next day.
Today these practices are almost obsolete - which is why we have a

#
problem.

Dan Blake asked how we can get more for less. We talked to certain
school districts and suggested that rather than have a remedial
reading-teacher who would catch a child on Thursday who was behind
on Monday, that the classroom teacher stay after school, and even
be paid some overtime, if necessary, to bring that youngster uP to
speed that day. THose suggestions did not go over well. Doing

things a,bit more cost efficiently did not seem acceptable.
Promoting people through the grades seemed to be a more acceptable

solution.

If you want to raise the achievement scores don't promote children
into-the next grade until he can perform at the appropriate level.

.

Dr. Davis mentioned improving standards. Looking at the requirements

for a student to graduate from high chool in New York State, you

find the math a student takes is really grade school, math, or pre-
algebra. He has to read at the first-month eighth grade level and
needs no foreign language to receive a twelveth grade diploma. But

that same student's curriculum recprd is littered with electives.
This situation occurs'nationally. The curriculum combines all.kinds

of social study courses, cayrs huge amounts of'history with themes,
but contains no chronological approach, and offers courses in sports
communication, art, or film that gre supposed to pass for English

credit. It shoUld come as no surprise if this child doesn't do well

on an achievement.test.

During the Depression, a time of high academic achievement, few

people went fo college. Most students took a manual arts program

to prepare them to make a living. Butbefore you could take tin- -

shop, woodshop, and what-have-you, you needed two yeari of higher
math, Algebra and Geometry; two years of foreign language, Latin,
German, and French; two years of.science, general science and
biology; three years of History, English, European, and American
standard history; four years of English, grammar, composition,
classical:American literature, and one year of Government or Civics.

Look aethe impact of the.GI Bin. Peter Drucker said, "Every

educator knew that tke large masses of GI Bill studentswho surged
onto'American campusa after World War II were inevitably at "the

base" of academic standards. Instead every teacher found out that

the real problem was that theee students were so incredibly superior
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that they ma demands the faculty could not satisfy." Many of
these GI Bill students came from the Depression period, with(large
classes and big student/teacher ratios, and they outscored other
students in every single area.

A

One of the troubles we have today is that the manual arts programs
are used as dumping'grounds for hard-to-teach students. This is
wrong. It goes agaiPhst everything this country stands for. There
is nothing wrong with students going into manual arts programs,
but I believe you have to be very careful to provide them with
fundamentals as well.

Earlier today someone in the audience asked, "How do we get the
standards and keep the group from becoming too large?" Well, you
flunk. The dropouts in those days were more highly qualified than a
lot of a lot of high school graduates today. I never knew anybody
who could not read or could not do basic mathematics.and did not
know basic geography. But somewhere along the line, we drastically
altered the curriculum. It reminds me of-what Burt Lance was sup-
posed to have said when he was in government, "If it ain't broke,
don't fix it."

We are not teaching children what they should learn. We educate
children for the future; this great, changing future. That's-been
a problem since Aristotle. No teacher can teach a child something
that is yet to come. A matter of fact, what yoil do traditionally
is to teach a child the bes you know. I'm not saying you
should not change the system You should,, but we must be careful

in how this is done.

Another problem today is that people continue to learn after they
get out of school. If they have the basics, they can learn other
things. As a matter of fact, they do. The education we !gave our

children in the past seemed to be all right, and'they seem to be
able to handle things that come up in the future. As time pkogressed,
theory and rap sessions took the place of drill and memorization;
"innovative teaching" the place of tradition. This problem surfaced
in the schools of education and began to multiply.

In the meantime, we were told that the parents were not interested
and parents did not understand. So we did the best we could. We,

looked at the public opinion pills that 'were taken, and it turned
out that parents did care. They wanted kids to learn fundamen-
tals. They did not want schools to raise their children. They
wanted schools to support the family, but did.not want to hand
their children over to the schools, and they were willing to help
as much as they could,.

They did not like permigsiveness. They understood their children
were not little adults and ,could not take the responsibility for

a lot of things the schools werebasking them'to do. They
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, wanted guidance and a structured existence for their children.
Studies indicate that children themselves want this. And in
fact, the lower the socio-economic group, the mote they want a
strnctured existence.

Accountibility

Parents were'conáerned about curriculum and they had reason to be.

One woman said to me, "Heck, my kids are watching 'Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid' in school for English credit."

Someone asked why privdte schools do better than public schools.
James Coleman did a study which came out last August, because
private schools did not have enough money for all,the electives.
They had to stay with standard courses, often accepting students
who were considered incorrigible by the public schools.

What about\measuring input versus output. If you ask a group of
experts.how\good is your school, they say it's fine. We have more?

Ph.Ds in our system, we haire large libraries, and many electives.
A high sdhool in Connecticut,;with 1,000 students, has 125"

elective courses. It is a rich place. However the way to measure

a school is by measuring the school against itself over time. If

the.trend is down, or even if it.is up these days, you better look
at that curriculum and look at it closely% The curriculum is the

key and responsible educators in the.schools are willing tp tell

you about the problems.

Speculation on a Solution

We teneto feel that any way_you can get the aChievement scores up

is fine. Mary Hempel presented us with a program that seems to be

working well. That's great. If we can't do that, if we don't have
enough imaginative people like Mary to make this kind of program
'available, then we have to do what we call sideways technology:
Raise the standards and get rid of Mickey Mo.use eleves. Make

the pupils take grammar and literature. Go back to the way we used

to do it. Restore discipline. Give students a structured existence

and the opportunity to fespeg their teachers.

Teachers can not be pals,with the kids. They can be friends, they

can be somebody who tares about them, but they can not be tine of

the boys or one of the.girls. And there's too much of that going

on. The language of these teachers, their own grammar, must be

improved.

Go back to jearning. Drill and rote learning will teach children

things they can not learn anY other way. You must push the in-

dividual student.
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Set standards and-at the same time, push individual students to
achieve. Spend more time each day on the fundamental academic
subjects. If you assigned work, teacher corrected homework, quizes
and tests, have the children use the blackboard more so they can
determine when someone's behind and then do what is necessary to
bting that child Up to speed.

Lengthen the school year. They're down to 180 days and that's really
not very much, particularly when they have substitute teachers coming
in who in effect babysit the ass.

The curriculum has to be kept up and the standards have to be kept
up. If a student can't perform at his or her level despite help,
summer school, etc., keep him back. It won't kill him. If you
keep passing him on and giving him harder and harder things to
read, he becomes discouraged and drops out.

It is important to pay more attention to the requests of parents.
From all we can find in these public opinion polls, the parents
had it right all along. It was the educators who didn't have it
right. Try to get a feel,for what they want. They're loving, con-
cerned adults; they care al4t those children. Listen to them.
They aren't qualified to tell you exactly what to do in the school,
but they have some feel for what children are and what they need.

Expenditures

Reduce nonacademic hours. It not only helps children, but'cuts down
on the cost. Enrichment courses, while fun, do little to prepare
a student for the next level of learning. You may actually want
larger classes. Use the old method of the blackboard. We might
be able to get more for less by some new methods, and, by all
means, use themdf they have been proven.effective. Just stop
trying to solve the problems by gimmickry.

Go back to basics. There seems to be solne move in that direction.
We may have had some gains, but it is a-little early yet to see
what's going up.

Conclusion

The system that we have can work. 'One of the.reasons it can work,
is because universities, state and local organizations, taxpayers
and parents are creating pressure to turn things around.

There are still educators who have to accept the need for some of
these things and I'm not saying it's going to be easy. There's
,a lot left to be done before we can reach the goals we want, to
get those scores back up where they were.

We can restore high academic Standards in our schools and the start
may have already been made. We know how to educate.children; we've
one it in our compulsory public'school system for generations for
all kinds of children in all socio-economic conditions, speaking
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almost evety language under the sun and we can do it now.

It requires competent teachers and putting our pupils back to work.
ft is hard work to learn; we don't want children to be unahppy, but

. if it's a question' aborit being a little unhappy and learning, then
- let's have a little unhappy. ,
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CONCLUSION

'Gwen Ericcsen
'Executive Director

Foundation for Oregon Research and Education

Education shares a number of common iroblems, concerns, and'
characteristics.. Though these problems tan be addressed by
coopera 'ye, and in some cases regional, efforts, no single course
of act will be appropriate to the circumstances and policy making
struct e in every state. But the problems, and the conditions
that create them, call for the seri s attention from those concerned
with its future.

Currently, this nation i trying to mprove the economy through a,
national policy that atte release capital "resources for
reindustrialization." Education's role in this proCess should not
be underestimated - it is an intregal ingredient if this policy is
to succeed.

During the last hours, educators, government and business
leaders shared with us their concerns.and suggestions on how
education could approach the challenge of improving itself. In

summary: ,We must face,reality. In this period of ecbnomic scardity,
we have discovered we have less money to devote to almost everything
in our lives including,educatibn. Just when we have come to the
conclusion we haven't been getting our money's worth, just when we
perceive a public loss of confidence and respect for the product in
public education, an just when we haVe been disillusioned by the
roll of the feder41 goybrnment as dispenser of funds and mandator
of prOgrams e realizP education must reform its policies and
directions

Our chall nge then is to find positive renewal i the midst of
adver Some suggest an emphasis on back to basics, some suggest
a new emphasis on technology and methodology, some would put the
emphasis on accountability, and some would 'offer merit awards for
performance. At the same time we got a warning today from the
Chancellor of Oregon's university system, that in thip midst of 4

cutbacks you have to compare competitiveness with sister institutions
and systems, that you may try to make the best of adversity, to give
proper consiaeration to others who are forced to make the same kind
of decisions and not allow yourself to fall behind competitively.

We must also come to grips with the fact that the education estah-
iihment,is resistant to change. ,

Because of the competitive circle in whicfi wo-live,,business d

industry asks that students be proficieAt...-in basic skills, st epea

in a general understanding of the world,iaround them and possess
flexible skills that will allow for transition from one phase of
'development to another.
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We look at European and,Japanese educational systems with appreciable
awe, yet we do npt n essdrily agree with their methods of
acdomplishment. \Igh9f then should we.strive for?

As a beginning, please.consider:

i
1) Examine and employ new and or existing programs thas will

improveeduAational performance af a cost taxpayer's can
afford;

, .

2) Duplicate those pr rams that fit your school's needs;

3) Improve schools of. education; perhaps by tying funding
to erformance;

1
4) Inc ease school administration-and school board leadership;

t
5) Set

i

higher expectations fo1 student achiev ment;

6) Match school programs,to business and industries needs;

7) Dhvelo oser relationships between the educational
omm44and the private sector;

8) tilize isting research to improve state and local programs;
i.

9) , Eliminate electives and place emphasis on dgre curriculum
/ and its content.P )

.101 .Stwgthemplanning for fiscal and policy procedure
i

14) Work more coopera vely with the community'at large, for
/ it is their child n's future that lies in the balance of

your judgment.

4
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APPENDIX "A"

THE_BUSINESS LEARNING CENTER:
INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING FCR

COST EFFECTIVENESS
AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

1. The main focus of this session 411 be directed at discussing the
productivi,ty,and cost effectiveness of the Centennial Business Learning

Center model.

A. Change in teaching/learning process

B. Educational technology

C. Emphasis placed on stuJent achievem4nt, not Carnegie Unit

'D. Cost effective/expanding curriculum' .

E. Risk-taking/accountabillety based on well-defined standards

2. My emphasis in defining individualized learning relates to components in-the

learning process that combine these stimuli:

A. audio

B. visual
C. kinesthetic

D. cognitive
' .

3. As,mentioned earlier, one of my major goals is to bring to you a practical

model of an individualized learning program that has been successfully

devel

/
ped and field-tested at Centennial School District.

Silde presentation'of the, Centennial Model:

Accounting 1-2 .

Accounting 374
Accounting Specialty Lab (2-hour block)
Recordkeeping for Personal Finance (1/2 credit)
Recordkeiving for Business (1/2 credit)
Business Commtaations (1/2 credit)
Data Processi ,Intro) (1/2 Credit)

Business EcondMics.(1/2 credit)
PersonalShorthand (1/2'credit)



THE BUSINESS LEARNING CENTER
Page 2

a. More flexibility in expanded curriculum.

b. 'More flexible scheduling of courqes.

c. Individualized pacing.

d. .Variable credit.
I

e.. OpeArentry, open-exit,.

f. Increased enrollment potedtiai:-CN

g: Enhances student interest in advanced programs.

h. Allows for "split" 2/-hour blocks.

i. More effective student placement in.courses.

j. Immediate feedback to student questions and programs.

lc: Consistency in "delivery system" of.instructional program.

1. Allows for increarEgji peer and teacher/student interaction.

m. Allows for more flexibility in meeting student needs relating to
maketI$ work and hOmework assignments.

n. SVident records can be maintained on a daily basis.

o. Teacher assumes a more personalerole with all students.

p. Improvement in\he quality on instruction.

q. Improied studenr motivation and achievement..

2
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THE BUSINESS LEARNING CENTER
Page 3

r. Small schools can offer a more comprehengi!e curriculum.

s. Adaptable to competencybased instruction.

t. Motivares considerable interest in night adult programs.

u. Opportunity to expand program to include business and community
leaders in developing instructional materials.

v; Cost effective!

5. During the past eight years, the BLC model has serviced considerably more
students than those taking "traditional" lecture courses:

Comparison of Teacher Productivity

(Based On Total Number of Students Served By Teacher)

op- APPROXIMATE APPROXIMATE
BLC TRADITIONAL

TOTAL MODEL
STUDENTS MAXIMUM
SERVED !STUDENTS SERVED

School Year: 1973/74 290 130

Scho*Year: 1974/75 275 140

School Year: 1975/76 475 166

School Year: 1976/77 330 145

School Year: 1977/78 320 130

School Year: 1978/79 310 llO

School Year: 1979/80 219 107

School Year: 1980/81 324 98

TOTAL 2543 1026

$



THE BUSINESS LEARNING CENTER
Page 4
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6. Fred Manasse's study, entitled The Oregon Program Effectiveness

Project, Phase 1, Report No. 2, reports about the academic
effectiveness of the BLC model.

LA.

"...the achievement levels of students (based on

criterion reference tests) and expressed as the

percentage of students with "A" and "B" grades is
currently 88.7 percent,,up 77 percent from the previous
50 percent. This instructional model is the best
developed of all business education clusters in the
state."

7. Just prior to the Manasse study, the Oregon Department of Education
designated Centennial High School as the state's Accounting Cluster
Demonstration Center.

5

8. A major claim for utilizing the BLC concept is that this instructional
methodology is more costeffective than the regular "traditional" lecture
approach to teaching/learning.

Manasse Study Finding = BLC program is about 33% below
the most common.level (statewide)

1980/81 Centennial Study = Average cost per student in high
school "traditional" lecture classes
was $237.71

Average cost per student served in
BLC was $83.00

4 4.
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THE BUSINESS LEARNING CENTER

Page 5

9. In reviewing the academic achievement results and cost-effectiveness
of the Centennial BLC, it is important to note th the initial
capital investment to establish a BLC model is qual to the Cost of
about eight new electric typewriters!

10. In summary, Dr. Peter Drucker sums up quite well:

"Demand for education is actually going u not down.
What is going down, and fairly fast, is deman r
traditional education in traditional schools....Al..-
all youngsters--and apArently 'oldsters' as well--are
capable of attaining the same standards within a
reasonable period of time....But for too long, educators
have insisted that there is one may to teach and learn,
even though they have disagreed about what that way is."

(17

11. Important points to keep in mind about the BLC model:

A. New teaching methodology that utilizes the professional skill of the
teacher and practical technology.

B. Student-oriented and individualized to meet the learning needs of each
person enrolled in the BLC.

C. Provides consistent quality of instruction to each and every student,
emphasizing academic standards, not'"seat time" in class.

D. A vast majority of courses can.be offered using this same system.

E. Proven to be cost-effective by state and local cost studies.

F. Represents a transition'that must take place in schools in order to apply
the new technologies of the future.

G. Makes available a broader curriculum selection to all schools, small or
large; anywhere, anytime!

Mr. Marvin W. Hempel,
Administrative Asst. - Personnel
Centennial School District No. 28J

18135 S.S. Brooklyn Avenue
Portland, OR 97236 '

(503) 761-5-454
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MEMORANDUM 'UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

WASHINGTON,D.C.20202

April 11, 1983

TO: Crystal Norris.
NIE Contract Specialist

PThru: Robert Leestma VD
.1 Associate rector,

From: Paul E. Caiiein
Project Officei1/4

SUBJECT: FINAL REPORT AND CLOSE OUT RECOMMENDATION : NIE G-82-0032

Irr.

41.

This grant to the Foundation for Oregon Redearch and EducatiOn,

represented partial support for a conference held in Portland, Oregon,

on October 25, 1982, w/th the subject: "Our Children's Education,

A time for Reform."

Under the grant conditions, 'the grantee was to proyide NIE with

copies of the conference report, tapet and a typed transcript of the

presentations, along with an administrative report. All Of these items

were received.in late February, 1983. Copies of the report are

attached, along with a copy_of the transcipt, and of the letter,

dated February 17, which represents the administrative report.

You will recall that following my initial review'of the grantee's

submissions I discussed some concerns with you, and with your

approval contacted.the project director to request addition infor-

mation regarding the number and characteristics of the participants,

and the pattern of financial reimbursement for travel. This infor-

mation was received in the letter attached, dated March 29. To

facilitate analysis of the aata on.participation I prepared

the chart attached.

o the number of participants represented approximately

two-thirds of the number anticipated for the one day

meeting;

o approximately one-quarter of the participants represented

.state-level legislators and educational policymakers,

(Travel reimbursement was targeted on this group;)

o a second quarter represented local educators;

o.a third quarter came from Business,

presumably members of FORE;

o and the final quarter represented a

state, and intermediate groups.

47

mostly in Oregori,
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o The project director re s,,tilat approximately

375 copies of the repo t have deen dissemiAated

to participants and oth r groups according to the

grant conditions.

Based upon this information, it is my judgement that the

grantee has met the requirements of the grant. While the

cost-of the conference appear very, high, I have no reason

to question the expenditures claimed by the.grafitee'and

therefore must recommend that you approve final4ayment.

_
Copies of the Final`Report and,t,copy of the transcript

are enclosed to be transmitted to ERIC for reViewirI recom-

that a copy of the transcript along with the tapes and

final report be sent to the NrE library.' for its collection

of NIE PRoducts and Reports.

Attachments

CC:Loretta Butler, NIE Clearinghouse

48-
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PARTICIPATION IN CONFERENCE: "Our Children's Education, A time for Reform"

Portland, Oregon 10/25/82 Sponsored by foundation for Oregon

Research and Education (FORE)

OREGON IDAHO

Gov.'s Staff
--

NIE G 82-0032

WASHINGTON CALIFORNIA

-- 2*

Reimbursed
for travel

2

State Legislators 13* 3* 5* '6* 37

Board of Educ. 7* 2* 2* 11

Dept. of Educ. 4* 1* 4* 2 (2)* 11

Inter. Sch. Dist. -- -- 2* 2

Comm. College
..1m, 4....... 1

higher,Educ.' 7 1 4 (1)* 1

LEA Adm/Bd 19
464

6 6
i

12 (3)* . 3

TgAcher:Pub 16 5 -

" :Pvt 9

Business 34 1 11 5

Parents/PTA 15 -- 6 1

Other Comm. 4 2
=4

128 1 14 42 34

*Reimbursed for travel

218

Press 8

(vase pther ' .3*

Grand Total 229

44

Compiled by P.E.Cawein from data Provided by FORE .
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INIE/1S CLOSE-OUT FORM,

PROJ ID:

CONTRACT/GRANT I: g a- 003Q-1'
This form should accompany each memo sent forward from a Project Officer

to the Executive Office-6f theprogram recommendin$ that a project be

4Iosedout.0

The Accompliiilts section should be a narrative description of what the J

project has done. This paragraph, not to exceed 200 words and written

according to the attached specificatians, should summarize the project's

most important accomplishments: This will constitute a past tense

abstract and will replace the original abstract in the information system.

The Producti section should include a bibliography of the project's major

products (books, articles, reports, curriculum materials, etc.). Each

entry should contain standard bibliographic information, enabling interested

persons to obtain the products without having ta contact NIE. In some

cases it may be useful to add a nate describing the nature of the product

(e.g., teachers',guide; a set of nine brochres) if that is not clear from

the bibliographic information.
. I .

RESULTS:

, a. Accomplishments:
This grant to the Foundation for Oregon Research Education (FORE) representled

paxtial support for a one day conference
held in Portland, Oregon, on Oct. 29, 1982,

with the subject: "Uur Ltiiaren's tducation, ikTmne tor Eetorm." Piesintations

made by public and private sector leaders (including participants fram

state-level regisiators and Edbcational policy meters) Which addressed problems la

the educational system, and addressed various
approaches to solving them. Conference

attendees were Ilhanimpus in tir agreement that edUcation th Amer ca MUsi be

strengthened.

Subjects addressed were: Economic restraints and working with less to acquire

aca c bUt.c=b, the PzudUctivlLy we p and L&tiu..Livu IveLy

the "Business Learning
Center" Program and its potential savings on educational

instruction costs.

.Lonterence tollow-up revealed that four sdhool &laic hiVe 1) gun to dlipi cate Is

highly successful program. They are Reynolds, Banks and Corvallis school districts

CTegun, fil5 well as Pftlo Park tn

tb. Productsi

Copies of the conference report, tapes did a typed transcript of the presentations,

along with an administrative report.

50
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Emaltsily Executive Officel

2. CLOSE-OUT DATES

PO Recommended Closeout ,

Report seny to Clearinghouse

Actual Dates

o Lt- IL3

Specifications for Summaries of Project Accomplishments

Clarity: These summaries will be read by various audiences; including persons

largely unfamiliar with research methods and terminology. Therefore, they should

be written in plain English, avoiding technical jargon to thejullest extent

possible.

Brevity: The summaries should not exceed 200 words. They are intended to provide

a general understanding of what the projects were about, not detailed explanations.

Each sentence should say something worth knowing.

Contents: While the contents should vary to include information most salient

I-6770-iroject, each abstract should say something about each of the following

topics:

subject (what was the project about?)

purposes and significance (why was t1.4 project done? why was this

ortant?)

activities (what was done? what methods were used?)

target population (what special gz:aup was studied or ?erved?)

location (where was the work performed, if different from the

TWEIOR of the Principal Investigator's organization?)

Ejor outcomes (what was learned? what types of products or reports

were Waage to-whom will these be useful?) ,4
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March 29, 1983

Dr., Paul Cawine

National Institute of Education
1200 19th Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20208.

Dear Paul:

FOUNDATION FOR
OREGON RESEARCH

17C6 SW COLUMBIA
PORTLAND.OREGON 97201
503-226-1235

"Our Children's Education: A Time for Reform," ho,sted by FORE in
late 1982, was attended by 225 individuals representing government,
education, the community and the Private sector.

This regional conference was designed to provide a forum for in-
dividuals of varied professional and personal background, to discuss
the need for educational reform.

Taking a closer look at the conferees; 128 came from Oregon, 41 from
Washington, 34 from California, 14 from Idaho and 3 from ether states
(Colorado and Arizona) .

Oregon's attendance understandably represented the largest number of
individuals: '34 various corporate and business representatives, 16'
:teachers from public secondary/elementary, 9'from private schools,
71,university faculty and administration, 19vlocal school administrators',
5/State Board of Education representatives .(reimbursed), 4 State
Department of Education officials (reimbursed), 13 legislators (reimbursed),
2 Board of Higher Education members (reimbursed), 15 parents and 4
members of the Gray Panthers.

Idaho's attendance: 1 business pd)rson, 3 local school administrators,
3 legislative representatives (reimbursed), 1 Department of Education

, representative (reimbursed),. 2 State Board Representatives (reimbursed),
' 3 local board representatives and 1 higher education representative.

.

Washington's representation included: 5 legislators (reimbursed), 11
business represenWives, 4 Department of Education representatives
(reimbursed), 6 school administrators, 1 post secondary (community
college) administrator, 2 from the Governor's Council on Post Secondary
Education (reimbursed), 6 parents, 5,teachers from secondary/elementary
and 2 representatives from the Council on Economic EduCation.

California representation was comprised of: 2 members of the Department

of Education (reimbursed), 7 local school administrators (1 reimbursed),
6 legislators (reimbursed), 2 County School Superintendents (reimbursed),
3 faculty from higher education, 5 business representatives, 1 university
president (reimbursed), 2 members from Goxernor's staff (reimbursed),
5 School Board Members (2 reimbursed) andkitne PTA president.
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Dr. Paul Cawine
Page -2-

Not included in the 225 were members of the piess. Thr e local telev sion

stations, 2 radio stations and 3 daily newspapers we here from Orgt1n.

Washington coverage was fed to them through KGW, Channel 8, a subsidiary

of King Broadcasting out of Seattle. In addition, material was requested

and sent to weekly community newspapers and to several national publications,

previously identified.

,The 3 individuals from Colorado and Arizima were/from the Western Interstate

Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) and the University of Arizona. All

of 'which were reimbursed for a portion of their,travel expenses.

A recap of reimbursements to policy decision make s shoWs disbursements to:

Legislators State Department df Ed State & Local Boards Other

27 14 16 3

totalling 60 individuals.

We printed and distributed 375 copies of the publication to conference*attendees,_

legislators, legislative education committees and to others who heard of our

Conference but could not attend, including parents, teachers, business people,

state superintendents of public education, etc.

As I mentioned to you in my past communication, FORE hopes to host an additional

forum to address the areas of special concern (private vs. public, high tech,

the high school/college
connection) expressed by conferees. Until funding for

this type of follow-up is available, we are unable to develop the programs further.

This information should satisfy your requirements, but should you have questions,

please giVe me a call.
p

Sincerely,

Gwen Ericcsen
tive D'rector

GE:j

4
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FOUNDAtON FOR
OREGON RESEARCH
AND EDU TION

1708 SW COLUMBIA
PORTLAND,OREGON 97201
503-226-1235 ,411

V

ally encquraged would best summarize my -thoughtl on

gtessfuk OctOber 25, 1982, regional conference entitled;
d'ren's Educaiion: A Time for Reform."
-

The coaperence attendees; a mixturelid educators, school administrators,
busineWand industry, state and local school board members, government,
parentnd policy decision makers, were unanimous in their agreement
thatmigcation in America must lie strengthpned. Conference speakers

were
Answt
"fod

t' ulate and well prepared, adding depth to the Queition and
od that followed each presentation and provided extensive
ought" lmong conferees. 4 ,

As therence publication will demonstrate, a consensus existed
amon# gpeakers: Economic restraints demand that education leaders
do mo.1,1with less; academic achievement must be in eased; schools of

educ 'ind others involved in teacher proficienqr must work to

impro -eir "productivity level", and, instructi n delivery methods
;I

must '-examined for cost efficiency.

The ess Learning Center" received"wide accep nce as one possible

sol hat works. It's program is not new to gdvèrnment or industry,

nor.," cational communities for that matter. Its potential savings

of e 4i1.nal instruction costs are .staggering. Resistance to...change

j is rea§on this program is not more widely used:

Conferè4e follow up'has reVealed.that four school districts havVbegun

to d tate this highly successful program. They are Reynolds, Banks ,

and 00rVallis school districts in Oregol, as well as Menlo Park in
Cal 444p, Several districts in Idaho have requested additional data

on 1ti1tbram, but have not made a, commitment at this writing.

Med6 OV#rage, both electronieand_printwas extengive, Education

Week -...Edication U.S.A. and several state school board associations have

publiidled articles on the Conference, as well as requesting tha4 they

be ihe ed on any follow-up seminars, workshops, etc.

One
priv

inte

and

ntendenf asked FORE to.do furtheforums on exploring why

thools have been successful doing more, with less. His

-,'and request goes beyond the obvious; a need to review strategies

gfams that the public ector could duplicate.
- .
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FORE i currently developing a program that would provide this

information. I have spoken with James Coleman, University of

Chicago, whose research- in this area is well known about addressing

xhe forum. His research and perspective would be invaluable.

Recognizing that we have a "problem'', was the first hurdle; defining

the problem, the second. Now we must provide the opprotunities for

constructive change. With NIE's assistance, we have a good start.

The cooperation required is in place between the tri-powers of

government, business and education.

ConstructIVely, FORP's next conference will offer more workshops and

dialogue. The exchange,of detailed viewpoints and program analysis is

vital at the nextAuncture.

Working cooperativOy with each other and exploring the alternatives

won't necessarily be easy, but together we can make a difference.

The end result will be an enhancededucation program.

Sincerely,

riccsen
ve Director

GE:j

Enclosive


